to complain in public about their own abuse. Thousands did; the claims at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and locally skyrocketed. 2 This happened even though Professor Hill did not say she was sexually harassed, the hearings were not a lawsuit, and Justice Clarence Thomas might be said to have won because he was placed on the Supreme Court by the Senate. By contrast, Paula Jones' claims against President Bill Clinton were an actual lawsuit for behavior that was termed sexual harassment. 3 Many women saw that what was done to them at work was nowhere near as serious as what Paula Jones claimed Bill Clinton did to her. Although Clinton was eventually impeached, Paula Jones lost in that the courts told her the facts of her situation were legally insufficient to state a claim for hostile environment sexual harassment.
Will those who took heart from Professor Hill's challenge be disheartened by how the legal system and the media treated Paula Jones and give up before they even start fighting back? Has Clinton v. Jones made victims think they will not be treated as credible, will not be taken seriously, will not get relief? It would be small wonder if they did. 4 At the very least, the issues framed by this concern, with others no less important but less noticed because they were not squarely invoked in these watershed experiences, have contributed to the social and legal image of what real sexual harassment looks like. This image has precursors and consequences.
Neither of these events would have produced the political firestorm they did, far less had the long-term impact they had, if sexual harassment had not previously been recognized as a legal claim. In 1976, Paulette Barnes, an African-American woman, first successfully claimed in an appellate court that being sexually harassed at work was a practice of sex-based discrimination. 5 Mechelle Vinson, also an African-American woman, who said that she had been raped for two-and-a-half years by her supervisor, 6 had her experience recognized as stating a claim for a sexual harassment hostile environment in violation of her rights as a woman to sex equality in the workplace by the U.S. Supreme Court a decade later. 7 Without them, the term sexual harassment would likely not have existed; it would have had no legal clout, even in the background. Recognition of unwelcome sexual pressure because one is a woman or a man, often a woman or a man of particular race or ethnicity or sexual orientation salient to the abuse, puts the treatment in a collective context, with ground, human rights resonance, and links to other forms of unequal treatment. Had sexual harassment not been framed as a form of sex-based discrimination-that is, as a violation of equality rights, situated on that more potent social, political, and legal level-neither event would have resonated politically and socially in the ways they did. Had these women and others not sued and won, it is doubtful that the HillThomas hearings or the Clinton-Jones episode would have developed as they did, if indeed they had surfaced in public at all.
Equally evident, the idea of sexual harassment as sex discrimination did not exist until woman lawyers existed. As this legal claim continues to fight for its life as a sex equality claim rather than being made piecemeal into a tort or a crime, it is worth noting that both of these other approaches date from a time when not only were there no women lawyers; women were not even allowed to vote. Both tort and criminal approaches still tend not to be adapted to the realities of women's group inequality to men, yet continue to be attempted to be used to drag sexual harassment law back to a time before women had a voice in the legal system. Putting sexual harassment on legal equality ground-calling it in law what it is in life--continues to be important for principled and practical reasons alike. In reality, people are sexually harassed because they are women or men. Proof of their claims is facilitated by legal recognition of this fact at the point at which principle and practicality converge. Many of the developments in sexual harassment law's direction that are least favorable to plaintiffs are accordingly throwbacks or attempts to reroute the law backwards to a time when legal equality claims did not exist.
Both Hill-Thomas and Clinton-Jones centrally alleged hostile environments. The core of the account was that, due to unwanted sexual pressure or attention (Clinton-Jones also alleged physical contact), life at work was unequal; it was hostile and unbearable. What distinguishes the hostile environment cases is that no particular index of the job is disturbed: You still have the job, have not lost a promotion, have not been fired. Both settings were taken to pose the question of whether the alleged behavior was sufficiently serious to be illegal under existing legal standards for hostile environment sexual harassment. In this context, although Professor Hill did not sue, it is worth asking whether what she said Justice Clarence Thomas did to her was legally actionable. Did her allegations that she was pressured for dates, subjected to intrusive sexual discussions by her superior at work that included particularly humiliating graphic descriptions of pornography, state a hostile environment claim? At the time, her decision not to sue was well NOVA LA W REVIEW taken. The hostile environment claim had barely been recognized-it was new, fragile, and untested. 8 After her testimony and for a considerable period of time, however, and recognizing divergences between circuits and judges, in my view she would have had a colorable claim that her harassment was sufficiently sex-based and abusive to be actionable. I think her testimony had something to do with this change. During that period, a hostile environment did not have to be the years of rape that Mechelle Vinson was subjected to, for example.
Since the late 1990s, however, the abusiveness that hostile workplace environment cases are required to allege to survive summary judgment has observably become more extreme, generally speaking. In my view, whether cited or not (usually not), the Clinton-Jones affair has strongly contributed to this reversal of direction, although it had started before that ruling. Not only was then Governor Clinton said to say sexual things to Paula Jones and to have asked for a sexual interaction with her; he was also described as locking the door, engaging in indecent exposure, touching her thigh and neck, asking her to kiss his penis, and when she refused ("I'm not that kind of girl."), suggesting she better keep this to herself. That single incident, as it has been termed, was found insufficiently severe to constitute a hostile working environment. One wonders, if he did each of these things on separate days, would that have been several incidents, hence potentially sufficient? Given that there is no severity meter out there to provide an objective standard of gravity, and no fixed number of incidents or density requirement to say how much or how often makes for pervasiveness, I think that that result, given the high visibility and strong salience of the case, has strongly contributed to the desensitized climate within which hostile environment cases are evaluated.
Thankfully, Clinton v. Jones 9 did not make what I call "the and mistake," common now in several circuits that requires sexual harassment be both severe and pervasive to constitute a hostile working environment.' 0 The United States Supreme Court, by contrast, has only required that it be either severe or pervasive."' The change from the disjunct to the conjunct substantially elevates the threshold and virtually precludes a single incident, [Vol. 31 regardless of severity, from being enough, even as the Supreme Court clearly permits a disjunctive standard. For examples of this problem: "the conduct [complained of], though boorish and offensive, is more comparable to the kind of rude behavior, teasing, and offhand comments that we have held are not sufficiently severe and pervasive to constitute actionable sexual harassment."" 2 At the same time, much judicial language has hastened to distinguish the "boorish" and "offensive" behavior in Clinton from abusive language and gender-related jokes that are considered actionable.' 3 More and more, courts seem to be asking whether behavior is bad enough by moral standards, or some meter in judges' heads, requiring that harassment be worse and more frequent, rather than measuring the behavior by equality standards, asking whether the treatment is unequal on the basis of sex. During the same period, the question of point of view entered the jurisprudence. We were told by the Supreme Court that the treatment alleged, to be a sexually harassing hostile environment, had to disturb the working place for the reasonable person. 4 Why victims suddenly had to be reasonable was not explained. Not to say that they should be able to be unreasonable, but whether the victim is reasonable is the wrong question-whether their treatment is unequal is the question. Usually, it is perpetrators who have to be reasonable. After the reasonable victim requirement was invented, putting the victim on trial, much litigation followed concerning whose standards for reasonableness would control. Eventually, after several cases in the circuits explicitly turning on the issue, 5 the Court appears to have more or less resolved it in dictum.' 6 In Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc.,' in which a man accused several men of sexual aggression against him on an oil rig, the Supreme Court simply said that the perspective of a reasonable victim in the position of this particular victim was the perspective from which reasonableness would be assessed.' 8 This injected particularity of perspective into the assessment, bringing the inequality context into the cases.
My sense is that more and more aggression in working places is being found insufficiently severe to be actionable. Just to give you a flavor of a few of these: supervisor stroking a plaintiffs leg on one occasion, grabbing her buttocks on a separate occasion, telling her he found her attractive, twice asking her out on dates-not actionable;' 9 calling a subordinate a "dumb blonde," placing "I love you signs" in the work area, asking her for dates, putting his hand on her shoulder and attempting to kiss her-not actionable; 2 " making inappropriate sexual remarks, kissing the plaintiff repeatedly, touching the plaintiff and chasing her around a forest reserve-not actionable; 2 employee attempting to kiss plaintiff, making lewd remarks about her appearance, following her around the office, giving unsolicited neck rubs, hand holding-insufficiently severe or pervasive; 22 supervisor asking plaintiff about her interest in a romantic relationship, for a kiss, staring at her, and following her around-not actionable; 23 supervisor touching plaintiffs breast and hair, kicking her in the buttocks, and making lewd remarks directed specifically at her-not actionable. 24 The general drift in these cases actually decided after Hill and Thomas and before Clinton and Jones-cases that, I think, would likely have been actionable in the late '80s-also shows how mistaken the assertion is that sexual acts at work are readily found illegal just by virtue of being sexual. After a while, lawyers just won't file these cases. And if your ultimate superior at work can then walk into your office any day and take out his penis and jump you, and that is not seen as severe, a lot of sexual aggression is acceptable at work. The quid pro quo claim has been affected as well. In addition to a hostile environment, Paula Jones alleged a quid pro quo-an exchange of sex for something at the job, this for that, where the 'this' is the sex and the 'that' is the workplace benefit. 2 5 Although it was not well-argued, in my opinion, Paula Jones' quid pro quo claim was that, had she accepted the sexual conditions that then Governor Bill Clinton imposed on her in that so-called single incident, she would have received favorable job consideration. She would not have been transferred to a position with no window, doing boring work that led nowhere, or no work at all, as she was after the incident. Support for her theory could have been found in Gennifer Flowers' deposition, who said she had a sexual affair with Bill Clinton and her job was enhanced. The recognition of this kind of sexual harassment claim, the tacit quid pro quo, has gone nowhere since that case. 28 Again, the claim was not well-argued. The Supreme Court saw this situation not as a quid pro quo, but as a threat of a quid pro quo. 29 Unlamented by most commentators, Ellerth wrote submission cases out of the canon and eliminated what, at least since 1980s EEOC Guidelines, 3 " has been a quid pro quo in itself. Saying if you deliver sexually, I will make life good for you at work, proposes a quid pro quo, i.e. it is a quid pro quo incident. Because the Supreme Court majority saw it as a threat that was not carried through on, not a threat that is harm in itself (even though it actually was, in addition, carried through upon) this kind of incident became either sufficiently severe or pervasive to constitute a hostile environment, or nothing. As a single incident, by Clinton-Jones standards, do you think it would be sufficiently severe? Again, the workplace was not measured by equality standards.
Ellerth was centrally litigated as an employer liability case. Once the fighting stopped in the mid-eighties over whether sexual harassment would be actionable as sex-based discrimination, and it was accepted that sexual harassment is an equality claim, the conflict shifted to whether, and by what standard, anybody was going to be held responsible for it. With discrimination law generally, say hiring, if you are not hired for a discriminatory reason, the company, not the person who does the hiring, is liable. Sexual harassment was initially treated that way too-like discrimination. Then liability for it started being called "vicarious liability," referring to something someone else did for which the employer was then arguably liable. Most discrimination does not occur on a majority vote of the Board of Directors, so virtually all discrimination, under a legal structure that does not yet permit individuals to be sued for discrimination, is for acts that someone in the company does, as the company. But it was with sexual harassment that this was considered "vicarious," rather than just liability, resulting in a whole separate set of employer liability standards only for harassment cases. In- 
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stead of employer liability flowing directly from a finding of sexual harassment, as occurs with every other kind of discrimination, the upshot is that a person can be sexually harassed as a matter of law and no one will be held liable for it: back to sexual harassment as personal, as private, as individual.
In Faragher, 3 1 the companion employer liability case to Ellerth, the Court did not explicitly distinguish between hostile environment and quid pro quo for employer liability purposes, 32 as some earlier cases in lower courts and EEOC approaches did that had made employer liability automatic for quid pro quo and contingent for hostile environment. Instead, they distinguished between situations in which what they called a tangible job detriment occurred and when it did not. With sexual harassment where the target is not hired, is fired, is demoted, is paid less, is not promoted and so on, employer liability is assumed. Where there is no such tangible job loss, there are further hurdles for the plaintiff before the employer will be held liable, including an affirmative defense if the employee bringing the claim unreasonably failed to use available avenues of complaint. This Faragher/Ellerth approach builds on one view of the agency relation; that is, it comes from tort law. It supposes that, with hostile environment sexual harassment, it is not known if the employer is involved so a form of notice is built in. But it draws the identical line that distinguishes quid pro quo from hostile environment, just in different words, since the tangible job detriment is what distinguishes the quid pro quo from the hostile environment, least until constructive discharge occurs. Then the Suders 33 case treated constructive discharge as not a tangible employment action, even though the job is very tangibly lost.
3 4 The real issue is what employers are going to be considered to have actually done, hence be held responsible for. In this process, quid pro quo is made to be the real sexual harassment, for which employers are liable, and hostile environment without more, to be something less, even if workers lose their jobs because of it. With hostile environment, it is as if the Court sees the effect as not on work but just on her, when equality law is interested not only in the job but in equality for people in and at work.
Most of the cases that have received focused public attention have involved heterosexual harassment, producing little judicial theorizing of the connection between sexuality and gender in the "based on sex" dimension of these cases. They have largely contented themselves with asking, if it is sexual, what other than sex could it be based on? If this man is doing something sexual to this woman, if it has nothing to do with the fact that she is a woman that is up to him to prove. Enter the presumption of heterosexuality, here to the benefit of the conclusion that sexual harassment is based on sex, which in fact is almost always is, even if it is not always heterosexual. Cases of harassment based on gender that is not sexual have rarely produced problems being recognized as actionable for that reason, although it has happened. Nonsexual gender-based harassment has been covered by the courts under Title VI1 5 almost since its inception, although some courts are under the misimpression that if treatment of an employee is not sexual in the way it was in Thomas-Hill or Clinton-Jones, it is not covered, just as they sometimes do not recognize the severity of harassment when it is sexual. Usually the source of the problem is the lack of application of equality standards, not a more serious approach to gender-based treatment that is sexual than to gender-based treatment that is not sexual.
But the under-theorization of the sexuality-gender connection does produce difficulties in same-sex cases, where courts flail around trying to figure out how abusive treatment can be sex-based when it is not heterosexual. Where so-called bisexual harassment is alleged, equal opportunity sexual harassment imagined to be a defense to harassment being sex-based, courts have seen through the ruse. The man who calls himself "just a handsy guy"-saying he puts his hands all over everyone without regard to sex-is usually seen through handily. In few cases is the treatment actually equal. It is also usually based on the sex of the parties. In Oncale, the Supreme Court did understand that men attacking another man could be based on sex. Football player fanny-patting had to be protected at all costs from the perception that anything sexual is involved, however. Lower courts still tend to wrongly assimilate men-on-men claims to gay claims, whether or not those subject to the advances are gay, finding them not actionable, although some such claims have been allowed. 36 Many courts want to make such harassment sexual orientation harassment, rather than sex-based harassment, as if sexual orientation is not sex-based. If sexual orientation is not based on sex, what is it based on? Same-sex orientation is an orientation toward people of the same sex: it is based on sex. Perhaps this is too simple for courts to get their minds around, although, again, a few have. 37 Similarly, race-and-sex combined claims, although recognized, are often not treated appropriately. Many people are sexually harassed based on a combination of their race/ethnicity and sex. A lot of the most common epithets directed against women of color in particular are inseparably both race and sex-based. Many courts still disaggregate them, even though there are solid precedents in some circuits against that.38 This problem reminds me of the approach to understanding the nature of life that begins with killing the frog: To see if there is inequality inside, cut it apart, dissect it, put the race here, the sex there. The method of answering the question eliminates the very thing it's asking about., then wonders why it doesn't find it. Plaintiffs often lose on both grounds because the inequality to which they were subjected inheres in the symbiotic inseparability of the two, something that does not appear, does not even exist, when they are separated.
In neither Clinton-Jones nor Hill-Thomas was it directly said that these men had a free speech right to say what they allegedly said. That did not pass the "straight face test." Here, the equality frame on the issue, as opposed to the First Amendment frame, has held up reasonably well. Pornography at work has, amazingly, been encompassed in sexual harassment prohibitions, 39 although the hostile environment standards mean that the pornography has had to be increasingly violent to get their attention. But the fact that pornography at work is seen as actionable inequality rather than protected speech is a major miracle, given that there are two First Amendments, one for adult pornography, which is protected almost entirely, and another for any other kind of speech that does harm, which is not axiomatically protected. What this has meant is that the only place in law that pornography is effectively able to be addressed is sexual harassment law, in the limited equality settings of work and school where it applies.
There have been a lot of increasingly close calls on this issue. The closest call yet is the case of Aamani Lyle. 4 " A writer on Friends, Ms. Lyle is an African American woman who was hired to take notes at writers' meetings. According to Warner Brothers' defense, the men who wrote Friends had to express sexual fantasies about the actresses by name, engage in simulated masturbation by gyrating in their chairs to get their creative juices flowing so they could think and write their episode. Warner Brothers termed theirs a "creative workplace," giving rise to an absolute First Amendment defense to this and all the other sexual language and abusive interaction to which Ms. Lyle was subjected. The Supreme Court of California held that the fact that this is a creative workplace had to be taken into account as part of the "totality of the circumstances" in which the sexual harassment claim is assessed under California law. 4 Granted, the kind of workplace it is, is part of the totality of the circumstances, but whether that should permit it to be unequal is the question. The full-on First Amendment defense registered in a strong dissent. We have not heard the last of this defense, I suspect, under which there would be no equality standards for sexual treatment in "creative" workplaces.
So, in the last thirty years, the experience of sexual harassment has been named. Injuries have been given the status of a civil rights violation, raising the human status of its survivors. A lot of people who are subjected to unwanted sexual advances and propositions under unequal conditions feel able to express them more openly and are given some more public respect. A lot of women feel more valid and powerful when they turn down sex that they don't want in unequal settings. Where sex discrimination law applies-and there are many places it does not apply-there is often someone to go to, to complain. The law may respond, whether the person refuses a sexual bargain and resists the sexualized environment or complies with sexual demands they cannot avoid. But nothing in sexual harassment law's direction is addressing the facts that sexual harassment is still not actionable in a lot of places where it happens; that resistance to it is not safe and is far from costless; that women subjected to it are often not believed; and that perpetrators often protect one another. Institutions are often reluctant to take responsibility and are often absolved of liability-particularly when they can say that they were oblivious to what was going on, which is astonishing. See no evil, hear no evil, incur no liability. This encourages not knowing what is happening in one's own shop. Victims seldom receive the support they deserve. Even if complaining about sexual harassment can be more self-respecting than suffering with it in silence, complaining can be more injurious than trying to ignore it, which is what most women do.
There is a lot of hope as sexual harassment law has gone international. General Recommendation 19 of the CEDAW Committee in 1992 recognized 41 . Lyle, 132 P.3d at 228-29.
sexual harassment at work as gender specific violence under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, with hostile work environment and retaliation claims. 42 Many parts of the world are developing their own sexual harassment jurisprudence based on indigenous experience drawing on international developments, for example, the Supreme Court of India in the Vishaka 43 and Chopra" cases. In Japan, where sexual harassment began as a tort, it is now understood as sex-based. 45 In France, where it was originally a crime of quid pro quo only, the idea has morphed into harclement morale, a prohibition on anyone harassing anyone on any ground. 46 Israel has passed and applied a detailed civil code provision against sexual harassment. 47 But the biggest move in the history of this claim was taking the injury from the private to the public, from the personal to the legal, from just life to civil rights violation. That change, women lawyers both participated in and benefit from. For many individuals, women and many men, and for many dimensions of politics as a whole, that change has made all the difference in the world.
